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ARMY FLIGHT OPERATION DETACHMENT
PARACHUTING ACTIVITIES/EXERCISE REQUEST
(AE Reg 350-1)
Notes:
1. Requesting units will complete this form and send it to the following e-mail address: usarmy.badenwur.usareur.mbx.afod-notam--@mail.mil.
2. This form is processed through German Air Traffic Control channels to coordinate the use of German airspace, drop altitude, and clearance.
Location
(name)
Coordinates
Latitude
Longitude
Altitudes
(feet mission status level)
Height
(feet above ground level)
Flight level
Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT)
Date (YYYYMMDD)
-
Time (HHMM)
-
Radius
(nautical miles)
Number of jumpers
Persons per jump
Number of drops
Type of operation
(for example, HALO, HAHO)
Type of aircraft
Aerodrome
Departure
Destination
Point of Contact
Name and grade
Unit
Location
Telephone number
Fax number
Date (YYYYMMDD)
Signature
U.S. Army Flight Operations Detachment
Control number
(sequence number)
Remarks
Date (YYYYMMDD)
Signature
Instruction
Location. Use plain language (for example, Malmsheim DZ).
 
Coordinates. Use the following format:
         Latitude. 484700N (enter 6 digits only, system will add "N")
         Longitude. 0085500E (enter 7 digits only, system will add "E")
 
Altitude. Use the following format: 10000ft AMSL (enter digits only, system will add "ft AMSL")
(Note: True altitude is the actual elevation above mean sea level. It is Indicated Altitude corrected for non-standard temperature and pressure.)
 
Height. Use the following format: 2000ft AGL (enter digits only, system will add "ft AGL")
(Note: Height is the elevation above a ground reference point, commonly the terrain elevation.)
 
Flight level. Use the following format: FL130 (enter digits only, system will add "FL" before the number)
(Note: A flight level (FL) is specific barometric pressure, expressed as a nominal altitude in hundreds of feet. The pressure is computed assuming an international standard sea-level pressure datum of 1013.25 hPa (29.92 inHg ), and therefore is not necessarily the same as the aircraft's true altitude either above mean sea level or above ground level.)
 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Use the following format: 0700 GMT
          Date. YYYYMMDD (enter digits only)
         Time. HHMM (enter digits only, system will add "GMT")
(Note. Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) originally referred to the mean solar time at the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, London, which later became adopted as a global time standard. It is for the most part the same as Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).)
 
Radius. Use the following format: 2NM (enter digits only, system will add "NM")
(Note. The nautical mile (symbol "M", "NM", or "nmi") is a unit of length that is approximately one minute of arc measured along any meridian. By international agreement it has been set at 1,852 meters exactly (about 6,076 feet).)
 
Type of aircraft. Use the following format: C130
(Note. Use the official International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) aircraft type designator which is a two, three, or four-character alphanumeric code designating every aircraft type (and some sub-types). These codes are defined by the ICAO and and published in ICAO DOC 8643, Aircraft Type Designators.)
 
Aerodrome. Use the following format: EDDS (enter 4 characters (letters/numbers))
(Note. Use the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) airport code or location indicator which is a four-character alphanumeric code designating each airport around the world. These codes are defined by the ICAO and published in ICAO DOC 7910, Location Indicators.)
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